P1477 mini cooper

My mini cooper S convertible is showing a service engine soon light, my obd2 scanner reads P,
confusing info on the internet regarding the actual code definition. Car is running smooth no
apparent malfunction, boost is OK, no apparent leaks, fast as ever. Do you. Hello, I am just
going by what I have heard and have seen online. Also there are two sites online that I know of
that sell the scan tool for the Mini Cooper S. One is www. Com, the other is www. Both are really
good sites that I have purchased items from personally. One more thing, I know that my wifes
honda is a , and I'm not sure how long it takes for them to get the scan tool in, but Auto Zone
usually does a free scan of the computer codes on most cars they scanned my wifes honda.
Like I said though "most cars" they can scan, and Mini's are like the untouchables of cars, no
one wants to work on them lol! But they may have the tool in by now, its worth a shot. Good
luck and hoped some of the info I picked up helps. Was this answer. Com for more codes by
manufacturer. I am currently getting this code on my 05 mini copp s. Were u able to resolve ur
problem. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
We help Autologic users diagnose and repair these faults almost every day. One of the more
uncommon causes can be easily overlooked, and that is what we will discuss in this article.
Those are the most common causes, we will cover checking and diagnosing those in a later
article. If the above fault codes have set and you exhausted your normal diagnostic procedure,
check if the engine vacuum pump is binding. Do so before opening up and checking the timing
components for wear. We have seen the vacuum pumps set these codes due to binding and if
ignored, the pump can seize, breaking the camshaft. Begin by removing the vacuum pump from
the cylinder head. It is mounted above the transmission. Once the pump is removed, rotate the
pump drive. The pump should rotate smoothly with little effort and no binding; the shaft should
feel smooth as you rotate it. If drag or binding is felt, replace the vacuum pump. The images
below show a camshaft that has failed due to a seized pump and the pump that caused the
failure. February 14th, mini. Turbocharged Engine Vacuum Pump Location. Catastrophic Failure
of Vacuum Pump. When complete, road test to confirm the fault has been remedied. Play Now.
Engine-Codes - Generic - P P Possible Causes What does this mean? How is the P code repair?
Start by checking the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring
harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed
out, or corroded connector's pins. What is the cost to diagnose the P code Labor: 1. The auto
repair's diagnosis time and labor rates vary by location, vehicle's make and model, and even
your engine type. How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. P Meaning Leakage
Diagnostic Pump Reed Switch Did Not Open is the generic description for the P code, but the
manufacturer may have a different description for your model and year vehicle. Still have
questions? Please post your question on our Comments Section of the main page for more
information. More Information Need more information on how to fix the P code? Get Access to
Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P code diagnosed by a professional: Find a
repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Repair Importance Level: 3. Skip to
content. Malfunction indicator lamp MIL will illuminate if certain faults are recorded. ECM
operates in backup mode if sensors fail, to enable vehicle to be driven to workshop. Differential
intake manifold pressure DPF sensor â€” implausible signal. Manifold absolute pressure MAP
sensor 2 â€” pressure too high under deceleration. Secondary air injection AIR solenoid â€”
performance problem or solenoid stuck off. Vehicle speed sensor VSS â€” vehicle speed too
low compared to reference value. Throttle valve actuator, start test â€” return spring test and
limp-home position failed. Electronic traction control ETC module â€” message monitoring,
torque reduction signal â€” self-test malfunction. Electronic traction control ETC module â€” no
communication, torque reduction signal. Electronic traction control ETC module â€” message
monitoring, torque reduction signal â€” checksum error. Electronic stability program ESP
control module â€” message monitoring, self-test. Electronic stability program ESP control
module :- message monitoring, checksum error. Idle speed control ISC actuator â€” message
monitoring, internal memory failure. Direct ozone reduction catalytic converter temperature
sensor â€” message monitoring. Direct ozone reduction catalytic converter temperature sensormessage monitoring, checksum error. The PO code is most often caused by a gas cap that was
left loose after refueling. The PO can be a much harder one to diagnose as it virtually
impossible to diagnose visually. To diagnose the small leaks a smoke machine is used to find
the leaks by feeding a mineral oil based smoke into the system under light pressure. The smoke
may also have ultraviolet dye added to make it easier to spot under a UV light. These codes are
most typically a result of intake system vacuum leaks, with the most common being cracked or
otherwise leaking intake boots. The intake boots are an especially common problem on the 2nd
gen Mini Cooper S model with turbos. Fixing small EVAP leaks can be a big problem even for
professional technicians, and if you get a code for a small leak you will most likely have to take
it to your mechanic for diagnosis as special equipment is required. Please watch our short 2

minute video as we demonstrate a smoke test on a BMW X3. Have Questions? By Appointment
Only. San Fernando Valley: Santa Monica: Haus Social.

